Introduction
The measurement information is one of the basic constituent at the process of unit automatic control system creations.
The accuracy rating of measurement is an important part of any experimental and research work.
The metaheuristic control of objects provides signals regeneration accuracy [1, 5, 7, 8, 9] .
The gage-information part of the automatic control system has a number of characteristics, main of which are informational and metrological.
The main informational characteristic is data flow from the object. It is desired magnitude and depends on its dynamic characteristics and accuracy requirements.
The accuracy and validity of measurements are the main metrological characteristics that define processing and signal restitution accuracy [2, 4, 6] .
Problem statement
The sources of errors caused by information transfer medium constituents.
Their purpose is timely detection and error analysis with further hardware tools increasing signals type accuracy identification. It is especially important for process control realization [9] .
The imperfect harmonic errors identification and physical medium errors in the receiving-transmitting process have an influence on signal restitution process and need background studies.
Further the example of concrete methodic realization for spectrum error measurement defined with scanning receiver is given for i measurements of parameter a.
The reference generator instability defines the relative frequency deviation of scanning receiver tuning that was calculated according to the algorithm given:
1. To measure the reference generator frequency 20 times during twenty-four hours with different time slot.
2. The measurement precision depends on OneSigma Value (OSV):
where the frequency mean f calculated according to known process [10] 1
3. The frequency measurement results f and OSV are given in the Table 1 . 4. The receiver frequency tuning OSV to the channel frequency is 1,849609 Hz that forms 0,0000037 %.
The error magnitude is negligible, therefore the reference generator can be used for signal type accuracy increasing in communication channel with hardware tools.
The evaluating algorithm of Frequency Response Ripple (FRR) correction vector includes:
1. To determine the real receiving-amplifying FRR ( Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. The real receiving-amplifying track FRR
To feed the receiving-amplifying tract (RAT) with amplitude-calibrated and frequency-calibrated harmonic signals of normal level by turn.
The frequency nominal are given in the Table 2 .
To measure the value of the real FRR -the output receiving-amplifying tract signal level, the results put into the Table 2. 2. To fill the Table 2 with "ideal FRR" values 3. To evaluate the error vector E i ( Fig. 2 ):
,
where l -the ideal FRF value; a -the real FRF value. 
where S p -compensated spectrum; S n -uncompensated spectrum. The Fig. 3 shows the FRR compensation algorithm. The algorithm of spectral signal accuracy includes:
1. To define the measuring spectrum error.
-to feed the spectrum analyzers with video signals SECAM and make measurements; -to define the relevant spectrum fractions of SECAM video signal; -to make measurements of signal spectrum in the band given with two minutes time slot (Fig. 4) .
2. To fill the Table 3 with spectrum analyzer readouts and evaluate the OSV.
The character of video signal SECAM spectrum change is shown on the Fig. 5 . 1. The quantitative accuracy evaluation of the main metrological hardware tools characteristics is given.
2. The OSV of reference generator is proved to be 0,0000037%, so it can provide estimate reliability of spectrum fractions in the real time mode.
3. The hardware tools can provide original material (researched spectrum signals) in the real mode exploitation conditions or near it.
4. The hardware tools provide the automatic random error fractions influence discount of spectrum measurement, such as: pressure, humidity, environment temperature, time of day, object position and so on.
5. Further research in ideal conditions and comparative analysis with origin material will define quantitative fractions meanings of random error, find the partition law and liquidation method.
